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Michael A. Hursh, General Manager

Fare Policy 333 and fare changes

BRIEFING ITEM

RECOMMENDED ACrION(S)

Consider receiving report on staff's recommended modifications to Board Policy 333, including
fare policy goals, fare structure, and fare change methodologies.

BUDGETARY/FISCAL IMPACT

There are no budgetary or fiscal impacts associated with this report. Impacts of staff
recommendations are included under Background/Rationale

BACKGROUND/RATIONALE

In 2013, the Board of Directors adopted Board Policy 328 (now BP 333) which laid out goals,
rationales, fare structure, and details regarding fare media and fare prices. It contains a schedule
of future planned fare changes through July 1, 2018(FY19). As the scheduled fare changes in the
current policy are expiring this year, it is timely to review the Fare Policy and consider an overall
fare restructuring as wellas modifications to the current fare structure. This report provides the
Board of Directors information and analysis on the fare revenue, fare policy goal modifications,
and fare structure changes relative to the Clipper differential; and multipliers for Day Pass,

monthly pass, and 31-day pass; and methodologies for future fare changes.

ReggDtfQTQ change history

.4uqusf 20]J: Implemented a fare Increase
./u/v]. 20.24: New Fare Policytook effect. On December 11, 2013, the Board of Directors adopted
Resolution No. 13-046 amending Board Policy 333 effective July 1, 2014to implement a day pass,
eliminate intra-agency transfers, lower localadult 31-Day pass prices(from $80 to$75), provide
Clipper e-cash discount of 10 cents, and defer scheduled localand Transbay cash fare increases
toJuly 1, 2016.
February 24. 20]6: Board adopted Resolution 16-009 to defer the fare increase (scheduled for

7/1/2016)forone year.
Ju/v ]. 20]7: Scheduled fare increase(deferred twice from July 2014 and July 2016) took effect.
./u/v ]. 20]8: Final local fare increase in current Board Policy took effect, with the exception of
the Transbay fare increase which willtake effect on 1/1/2019.
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AC Transit Fares

+Transbay fare increase to occur within 6 months after the new terminalopening

Proposed fare Policy Modifications

Goals ofthefare policy

Goals in the current policy include Simplicity, Appropriateness (good value), Equity,
Transparency, Policy Supportiveness, and Affordability. Staff recommends that the Board
consider the following changes:

e

e

e

e

Revise the goal of "Simplicity" to include "fare payment methods": Fares, the fare
structure, and /are payment methods should be easy to use for passengers, and easy
to operate for the District.
Revise the goal of "Equity" to include "fare payment methods": Fares, the fare
structure and fare payment methods should be equitable for allpassengers.
Revise the goalof "Transparency" to include "fare payment methods": Fares, the fare
structure and /are payment methods should result in predictable cost and cost
increases for passengers; and predictable revenue increases for the District.
Revise the goalof "Policy Supportiveness" to include "f are payment methods": Fares,
the fare structure and /are payment methods should be supportive of other District
goals -- service, land use, fiscaland socialgoals -- and compliant with other regulatory
mandates.

Add a goal related to fiscal responsibility: Fares should keep pace with inflationary
costsS

e

Cash:
Effective

tl\l2nxs
Effective

1/1/2019

Local Adult $2.35

LocaIYouth/Senior/Disabled $1.15

Local Adult Day Pass $5.00

Youth/Senior/Disabled Day Pass $2.50

Transbay Youth/Senior/Disabled $2.20

Transbay Adult Cash* $4.50 $5.50

Clipper:

Local Adult e Cash $2.25

LocaIYouth/Senior/Disabled $l.lO

Local Adult Day Pass $5.00

Youth/Senior/Disabled Day Pass Accumulator $2.50

Transbay e-Cash+ $4.SO $5.50

Local Adult 31-Day Pass $84.60

Local Youth 31 Day Pass $30.00

LocalSenior/Disabled Monthly Pass $30.00

Transbay 31-Day Pass* $162.00 S198.00

RTC Card Sticker:

I LocalSenior/Disabled Monthly Pass L s30.00
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1 1 Fare increase methodology

This section of the report willdiscuss two proposed scenarios, and anticipated budgetary
and fiscal impacts on AC Transit's farebox revenue (excluding EasyPass, and other
contract services). Transbay fares are based on the proposed Transbay fare schedule
approved by the Board in September 2017. As noted, the projections for local fare
increases do not assume any drop in ridership due to fare elasticity effects - so any
reductions in ridership even if temporary willminimally affect the overallrevenue totals.

In order to create a more consistent, predictable, and transparent fare increase
mechanism, staff recommends biennialfare adjustments based on an inflation index in

the Bay Area cities -- Bay Area Urban Consumer Price Index (U-CPI), published by the
Department of Labor, Bureau of Labor Statistics. Last year's U-CPI increase in the area
cities (San Francisco-Oakland-Hayward) was 3.22%. This analysis makes the conservative
assumption that the rate of U-CPlincrease willrise by O.1% annually from current levelof
3.22% in the next 5 years reaching 3.7% by FY24.

Scenario 1. CPI increase every other year rounded up to the nearest 5 cents

The first increase in the proposed fare schedule would occur on July 1, 2019; then every
otheryearthereafter. The U-CPlincrease results in a fare increase of approximately$0.10
for adult single fare each year ($0.20 every other year) - this will also proportionately
apply to other fare categories. This scenario would result in an estimated 4.65% average
annual increase over the five year period and generate estimated annual farebox
revenues of $66.6 million by the end of FY24 -- see Exhibit I.

Scenario 2. CPlincrease every other year rounded to the nearest 25 cents

The second scenario takes into consideration the fact that, as society becomes more
cashless, it is becoming increasingly difficult to find vendors willing to handle coins, in
particular. The District is experiencing difficulty with its current vendor and recognizes
the need to reduce the amount of cash and coins currently received.

Relative to the second scenario, staff is presenting for consideration a scenario where

adult single fare increases would be in increments of 25 cents. This scenario would apply
the same percentage increase based on the U-CPlas in the first scenario, and then round
farestothe nearest 25 cents. The adult single fare increase underthis scenario would be

$0.25 every other year. This scenario would result in an estimated 4.99% annualaverage
increase over the five year period and generate estimated annual farebox revenues of
$67.5 million by the end of FY24 - see Exhibit 2

The current policy provision with regards to "financial review prior to implementation of
fare increases" will be retained under this proposal, to continue to allow the Board an
opportunity to review and consider a report on the fare revenue and the financial
situation of the District before each increase. Fare increase levels will be determined
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based on the actual rate of increase in U-CPI index as of the prior calendar year-end

j12/31), and staff would report on what the actualdollar/cents amount of increase will
be every other year. Transbay fares and EasyPass rates will not be impacted by this
indexing form ula.

The proposed fare structure changes, as discussed in detail later in this report, include
changing multipliers for adult and discount passes, and using Clipper fares(instead of cash
fares) as base fares for multipliers. Fare revenue projections below -- Exhibits land 2 are
based on the assumption that the proposed fare structure changes willbe approved and
implemented.

Ridership Assumptions: For local fares, this analysis makes the conservative assumption

that the number of passengers riding the system will not change substantially over the
next five(5) years. Given the ridership decreases seen over the past two years staff feels
that assuming flat ridership is realistic and conservative

Exhibit 1. CPlincrease rounded upto the nearest 5 cents
CPI Increase every other year from FY20 to FY24

FY19 FY20 FY23 FY24
FY24 over FYI

Shale rides:
effed.

r/If18 effed. 1/1/19 Fares Fares Fares Fares

Fatal

%Cha/7ae

nnuafized

Bhanae

Adult Cash Fares

Youth/Senior Disabled

Transbay

Multi Rides:
Day Pass - Adult

Day Pass -Youth/Senior7Dis

Adult Local 31 Day Pass
Senior/Disabled Month Pass

Youth 31 Day Pass

Clipper - Transbay Passes

21.28%

21.74%

55.56%

30.00%

30.00%

12.77%

30.00%

30.00%

55.56%

Totalfareboxrevenue (in 000' 54.005 56.038 56.589 61.607 61.842 66.55£ 23.25% 4.65%
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Exhibit 2 CPlincrease rounded to the nearest 25 cents

CPI Increase every other year from FY20 to FY24

As.s!!Deli.ans a re based on the fol lowing potential cha nges to fa re structure

Adult cash fa res I CPI i ncrease

Adult Day Pass

'PTra nsbay fa res

Adult 31-day pass:

Y/S/D 31-Day Pass

Clipper Differentia I

Rldershl Q a ss um ti nu
Ridership elasticity

Ridership changes

Day Pass pricing = 2 times single cash fare +$0.50 - rounded up to nearest 50 cents

Transbay fa re increaseis based on the Board approved SR17-234 scenario(not tied to CPI)

36 !ings Cjjoner(not cash) Single Adult Fare

30 ti mes single Y/S/D Clipper fa re starting in FY20
20 cents for Adult Single Fare; 10 cents for Y/S/D single fa re

Assumption: no elasticity
Assumption: O% change from base year

I I I Fare Structure changes

1. Clipper Incentives at 20 or 25 cents for adult single fare

Clipperfare collection is more efficient and greatly reduces bus dwelltimes. Shifting cash
paying customers to Clipper would be beneficialfor both passengers and AC Transit. This
proposal would increase the incentive from the current 10 cents, to 20 or 25 cents for
adult single fare. Whether the proposed differential is 20 or 25 cents will be based on
pub[ic hearing comments. Current Cash and C]ipper differentia]of].O cents is not enough
to incentivize cash customers to transition to Clipper. Other bay area transit agencies

offer 20 cents to 50 cents Clipper incentive

2. Use C/upper fare instead of cash fare as the basis for setting 31-Day pass and monthly pass:

Board Policy 333 sets a target that passes should cost 36 times the applicable single-ride
cash fare. The target of 36 times the cash fare was used for many years to provide a

FY19 FY20 FY22 FY23 FY24
FY24 over FYI 9

Change over 5 vr

Sirtale rides:

effed.

effed. 1/1/19 Fares Fares Fares Fares

Fatal

%Cha/7ge

Annualized

change

Adult Cash Fares

Youth/Senior Disabled

Transbay

Mufti Rides:
Day Pass - Adult

Day Pass -Youth/Senior/Dis

Adult Local 31 Day Pass
Senior7Disabled Month Pass

Youth 31 Day Pass

Clipper-Transbay Passes

27.66%

30.43%

55.56%

30.00%

30.00%

19.15%

40.00%

40.00%

55.56%

Totalfarebox revenue (in 000' 54.005 57215 58.435 63,373 63.972 67.485 24.96% 4.99%

FY19 FY20 FY21 FY22 FY23 FY24

U-CPI i ncrea s 0.032 0.033 0.034 0.035 0.036 0.037
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discount for monthly pass users. However, the 31-Day pass has been a "Clipper only" fare
option since FYll. Currentlythe 31-Day Adult Pass price on Clipper is 38 times the C//pref
single-ride fare, which not only exceeds the ratio specified in Board Policy 333 but also
makes it higher than the other Bay Area transit agencies. This discourages Clipper card
utilization and customer loyalty among the District's regular customers. Under this
proposal, the local adult 31-Day pass would cost thirty-six (36) times the applicable
Clipper single-ride fare starting in FY20. Mag-strip 31-Day passes for social service
agencies willstill be available and would be priced same as Clipper Adult 31-Day Pass.

3 Senior/Disabled monthly pass and Youth 31-Day Pass willbe 30 times Clipper Single fare

Current Board Policy 333 developed a schedule to gradually raise the youth/senior/disabled
pass prices to 36 times the single discount fare, in parallel with other passes. Currently
the $30 pass price is 27 times the single discount fare. This proposal would cap the
multiplier at 30 times the single discount Clipper fare, compared to 36 times single fare
for adult 31-day pass. This willensure that discount passes, a criticalcomponent of transit
affordability, will remain affordable at less than 50% of adult passes-

4. Day Pass

Cash Day Pass would cost two (2) times single cash fare, plus 50 cents, rounded to the
nearest 50 cents; Day Pass using Clipper, Day Pass Accumulator(DPA), willcost two(2)
times single Clipper fare, plus 50 cents, rounded to the nearest 50 cents. Allowing a
Clipper discount similar to Clipper single fare would incentivize the current cash Day Pass
customers to move to Clipper Day Pass Accumulator.

5. Decouple Transbay fare from localfare

At the September 27, 2017 Board meeting, following a public hearing, the Board decided
to amend the proposed Transbay Fare schedule, effectively decouplingthe Transbay from
the local fare. Therefore, the Transbay Fare should be taken out of Section 111 Fare
Structure, and should be moved to a separate section.

6. Future discussion subjects

Factors under consideration for a new EasyPass pricing model would include distinct
pricing tiers for Local only and Local/Transbay; the ability to capture additional
administrative costs, including Clipper card costs; and the exploration of new program
types to meet the increased demand for below-market rate housing programs and
secondary school options. With the current EasyPass pricing matrix expiring in FY20, an
EasyPass pricing proposalwillbe presented to the Board later this fall.

lv. New Fare Pavment Technologv/Mobile Ticketing Application

Staff proposes to implement new fare payment methods utilizing new technology,
because such methods provide more access for passengers to ride AC Transit. Also,
because these new fare payment methods reduce fare collection costs, staff proposes
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that new fare payment methods should carry the same discounts available to Clipper fare
products, in order to incentivize passengers to use them.

Staff proposes to implement a mobile ticketing application separate from the
Metropolitan Transportation Commission's (MTC) Clipper program, and introduce two
new fare products that would be available only on the mobile ticketing application. The
two new fare products include:

l Weekly/7-Day Pass

As part of the existing fare policy, the Board approved a Weekly/7-day Pass to provide a
discount for people who may have difficulty paying for a fullmonth's pass upfront or who
usethe system heavily but not for a fullmonth. The pass was never implemented due to
cost constraints to program into Clipper. Now that staff has identified an affordable
process to implement the Weekly/7-day via a Mobile Ticketing Application, staff would
also like to set the pricing in order to move forward. Staff proposes to continue the same
terms of the previous policy and set the multiplier at ten(IO) times the single Clipper fare
This shall be made available only as a product through the Mobile Ticketing Application

and on Clipper when possible

2. Accumulator Function

The accumulator function or "fare capping" is sometimes describes as "earn as you ride,"

where individual fare purchases accumulate on a rider's Clipper card or in their mobile
ticketing app, and automatically convert to a multi-use pass (day, 7-day or 31-day) once
the equivalent amount is paid. This benefit is currently available on Clipper for the Day
Pass only. Staff would like to include the function in the mobile ticketing application for
allmulti-use passes. This function ensures that customers always paythe lowest possible
fare cost based on their riding behavior, and also ensures that a low-income customer
does not pay more to ride simply because they can't afford the upfront cost of a multi-
use pass.

ADVANTAGES/DISADVANTAGES

The advantages of the proposed fare increase options are that it would provide predictability,
transparency, and incrementally increased farebox revenue to enable the District to better meet
obligations as costs rise with inflation. These fare increase methodologies will meet the policy
goals of transparency, simplicity, equity, and fiscal responsibility.

ALTERNATIVESANALYSIS

Staff conducted an analysis of severalother fare change scenarios including a scenario with a 25
cent increase every year, and a scenario with a first year increase in the adult fare up to$2.75
and then 25 cents increase every other year thereafter. These other scenarios are not expected
to meet the policy goals as wellas the inflation indexing methodology.
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PRIOR RELEVANT BOARD ACTION/POLICIES

Board Policy 333 Fare Policy - Staff Report No. 13-240d, December 11, 2013

Resolution 18-012 Transbay fares - Staff Report No.17-234f, March 28, 2018

ATTACHMENTS

1. AC Transit Fare Information compared to VTA, SamTrans and SFMTA as of 07/01/2018
2. ACTransit Fare Policy and Fare Changes

Approved by:

Reviewed by:

Claudia L. Allen, Chief FinancialOfficer

Beverly Greene, Exec. Dir, External Affairs, Marketing, and Communications
Robert del Rosario, Director of Service Development and Planning

Sally Goodman, Title VI Program Administrator
Sue Lee, Director of Revenue Management
Chris Andrichak, Director of Management and Budget

Michele Joseph, Marketing and Communications Director

Prepared by:
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VTA's Express Bus
includes cable car

Current Clipper/Cash Differentialfor localsinale adult fare:

AC Transit $O.lO

VTA $0.00 VTA offers free transfers within 2 hours on Clipper

Sam Trans $0.20
SFMTA$0.25
BART$0.50(Surcharge on adult paper ticketsl$0.25 on discount tickets)

Multiplier should be based on Clipper single fare
AC Transit VTA SFMTA SamTrans

Local Adult 31-Day Pass

Local Youth 31-Day Pass
Local Senior/Disabled Monthly Pass

Transbay 31 -Day Pass

( ) based on cash fare

Cash: AC Transit \nA SFMTA SamTrans

Loca I Adult $2.35 $2.25 $2.75 $2.25
LocaIYouth $1.15 $l.oo $1.35 $l.lO

Local Senior/Disabled $1.15 $l.oo $1.35 $l.lO

Local Adult Day Pass $5.00 n/a n/a $5.50

Youth/Senior/Disabled Day Pass $2.50 n/a n/a $2.75
TransbayYouth $2.20 n/a n/a

Tra nsbay Senior/Disabled $2.20 n/a n/a

Tra nsbay Cash $4.50 $4.50 n/a

Clipper:
Local Adult e Cash $2.25 $2.25 $2.50 $2.05
LocaIYouth $l.lO $l.oo $1.25 $l.oo
Local Senior/Disabled $l.lO $l.oo $1.25 $l.oo
Local Adult Day Pass $5.00 $7.00 n/a $5.50
Youth Day Pass $2.50 $3.00 n/a $2.75
Senior/Disabled Day Pass $2.50 $3.00 n/a $2.75
Transbay e-Cash $4.50 $4.SO n/a

Local Adult 31-Day Pass $84.60 $80.00 $75.00 ** $65.60
Local Youth 31-Day Pass $30.00 $30.00 $38.00 " $27.00
LocalSenior/Disabled Monthly Pass $30.00 $30.00 $38.00 " $27.00

I'ra nsbay 31-Day Pass $162.00 $160.00 n/a

RTC Card Sticker:

LocalSenlor/Disabled Monthly Pass $30.00 $30.00 $38.00 ** $27.00

38 (36) 36 (36) 30 (27) 32 (29)
27 (26) 30 (30) 30 (28) 27 (25)
27 (26) 30 (30) 30 (28) 27 (25)
36 (36) n/a n/a n/a
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